Henning Murrey read one book by W. D. Gann (on commodity trading), and, saw the six clues, he inserted for someone to find.

Did you find them? Murrey did. T. Henning Murrey has been telling the trading world since 1993, but very few want to admit that they exist. Do you? Murrey found them and deciphered what Gann was really doing: setting the markets to The Natural Numbers, inside and Internal Octave set to Music Scale.

Please go to his book and read page 68, then ask 10,000 people, who say they are experts on what Gann was (really) doing, to explain why they exist. Do you? Murrey found them and deciphered what Gann was really doing: setting the markets to The Natural Numbers, inside and Internal Octave set to Music Scale.

All parents teach their children to obey strict rules, so why don’t adults want strict trading rules? Every trader I have ever taught, is still looking for the magic formula, so complicated, they have a built in excuse, for their inability to accept a small loss, when a trade goes against them.

Most traders don’t understand that they can’t win every trade, no matter how predictable any trading system is purported to be. To become a good trader takes years. Most can’t wait and lose. To be a great trader, never reaches many “so-called traders.”

T. Henning Murrey finished a Murrey Math Learning Academy in Nashville, Tennessee, October 30, 2002, and had 25 students from all over the US and Canada, and even three from Germany. One new MM student, Laura Thran, 26 from Vietnam, who lives in Texas, made + $3,000 in class in three days trading the S&P 500 E Minie Futures December Contract, while Murrey was running his new Real Time Software Program, while he was teaching.

Side Note: The Murrey Math Real Time Software Program is available to rent on a two-month basis. Please contact Larry Jacobs for details.

You must learn to “change” your trading “habit” under fire (live). The personality of your current “trading habit” is your biggest obstacle, to how much money you have in your account. Too much money means you don’t care how much or how often you lose. If you have too little in your account, you have to win almost every trade just to play the trading game. After you are stable with your money and your mind, you must move into one of two trading camps:

1) Strict rules set to exact numbers,
2) Random rules set to anything.

If you want random rules and random numbers, then quit reading right now, and go and flip a coin and trade in a dark closet.

Past Proof of Murrey’s predictions:
Back in April, 2002, T. Henning Murrey told his Private Group and Murrey Math master Level Trader Jan Braggeman, who just built a new home in Irvine, California, from profits from simply using the same 12 numbers already displayed in Murrey’s book (back in 1993), to get out of the market when the Dow 30 went back up to 10,312.50 the 2nd time.

Jan went down the hall telling everyone that T. Henning Murrey had predicted a fall in the market, if it closed – 39.5 points below 10,000. It fell – 3,125 points. Conversely, if this market reverses up (on – 1/8th MM 7,187.50 and reversed up fast.

The past six months the Dow has been set to Music Scale: Base of Octave: 0/8th at 7,500 and top of Octave 10,000 at 8/8th. The past five years the Dow has reversed off 7,500 six times, and has closed below it only once. It closed exactly where Murrey and Gann said it would (-1/8th) 7,187.50 and reversed up fast.

Murrey’s Private Weekly Predictions, to his students, which goes out all over the trading world on Sunday nights, will prove if he is correct or wrong about whether or not all markets are reversing off preset numbers set inside:

1) MM Square: 100,
2) MM Square: 1,000,
3) MM Square: 10,000.
just short of its 8/8, which short term is 8,750 MM.

Let’s play a little game called Logic – Based Deductive Reasoning: Murrey Math Price Scale set to Pythagorean 3/8 and 5/8 off exact numbers.

Premise #1: All markets want to reverse off perfect preset numbers set to Music inside their current Murrey Math Square: 100, 1,000, or 10,000.

Premise #2: Perfect Harmonic Balance is when any market reverses off the same high and low over any longer period of time (at least 13 weeks) or one Harmonic Murrey Math Trading Frame: 64 Trading Days.

Premise #3: No market is able to move higher (inside) its current MM Harmonic Trading Frame, unless it can close a “baby” 2/8 off the same high and low over any longer period of time (at least 13 days).

The markets already know the exact MM Price they want to reverse on and a lower reversal at exactly – 1/8 on 7,187.50.

Please look at Chart C. Dow 30 Chart Six - Month Chart: The Dow 30 made a Double Top at exactly +312.50 points above 10,000, which is our Major 8/8 and a lower reversal at exactly – 1/8 on 7,187.50.

Under Murrey’s Law: Logic says that Perfect MM Harmonic Balance will be down at 7,500 minus 312.50 or 7,187.50. If Price and Time equate, it will be in 3, 6, 9, or 12 months down at 7,187.50.

The Sunday before the market fell to its Perfect Harmonic Balance Price Point, 7,187.50, T. Henning Murrey had a birthday party at Princeton’s Grill, in Green Hills, in Nashville, and Murrey gave his fellow students, which numbered 15, a prediction: “The pros” will force the market lower below 7,500, so they can set in the final panic exhaustion (please read Gann’s book for pages 317 – 325) of lower lows, for the past five years, and if it holds 7,187.50, it will create a massive buy program for the next two weeks.

T. Henning Murrey told MM Master Level Trader and MM teacher Lisa Woodall, from Franklin, Tennessee, who wins over 90% of her monthly trades, using nothing but twelve numbers off her 16 – day Murrey Math Daily Chart, that she should tell her fellow MM traders to switch from “shorting” to going long the next two weeks.

T. Henning Murrey handed each student a chart with his prediction printed out on it. He only handed out 15, so please don’t tell people you were in attendance and have one (years later). T. Henning Murrey also placed the same prediction on his Weekly Private Predictions Group, so they could get ready for the up turn, if, and only, if 7,187.50 held all week.

This prediction was made publicly, five days in advance. You may see T. Henning Murrey’s Private Predictions for the past twelve months, so you may see that Murrey, backs up what he preaches, by going out on a limb each week and tells you how accurate he is on 64 different markets.

Murrey is 81.25% accurate each week on average. No computer can match Murrey’s brains (yet).

Please ask your “guru” if he believes that markets already know the numbers they want to reverse off (months in advance)? Any normal IQ trader will tell you that the major Dow 30 reverses have been every 312.5 points off 7,500.

Please look at Chart C: You will see (17) reverses off this simple number: 312.50 added to 7,500.

How many years of learning to trade will it take you to believe this? The markets already know the exact MM Price they want to reverse on (before they get here). Please ask your “guru” if he predicted (publicly) to short the markets up at 10,312.50.

Gann knew Murrey’s numbers back in 1993, after reading Gann’s book fifty times in 90 days. He (Gann) told your grandfather about the Crash two years in advance, but everyone laughed at him. He even told you the very day (actually he missed by only one day), when to expect the lows to reverse after the Crash. No one had any money (left): who cares? He even published it in his book, Tunnel Thru the Air, so you would have proof it actually would happen. No one believes him now.

Murrey knows, everything Gann knew, about how the markets reverse off Music, but, (Murrey) lets his brain (expressed with his software) let you know how to set the markets, so you, too, will be able to “change” from random trading rules, to exact Pythagorean Rules set inside the China Binary: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 (100), 12 (1,000), and 13 (10,000).

T. Henning Murrey has tried since 1993, to find someone who can think and deduct any market into 384 different expansions and extensions Internal Octaves), inside the three Squares: 100, 1,000, and 10,000. He can’t find one.

Only one person has had the depth of Logic to understand and express it, finally with Murrey’s Real Time Software Program, so you are spared the difficult task of trying to decide, which of 16 different Octaves any market may be precisely set inside any 1/8 of any of our three MM Harmonic Squares. Your job is to trade off what Murrey’s knows, not what you want to convert what knows, into a better way to do the same thing: profit off three simple rules.

Many traders are offended that we have finally given up on trying to teach you how to think Logically (enough) to really know that you are doing right. Why bother? Women MM traders don’t want to know: they want to trade and let Murrey do the mental work.

T. Henning Murrey has finished a Murrey Math Learning Academy in Nashville, Tennessee, and one female student, Laura Tranh, from Vietnam, made 10 points per day twice, with four contracts on the S&P 500. E Minie Futures. Have ever taken classes to trade your favorite markets? She is only 28 years old and she doesn’t work, and she pays all her bills trading for small profits. She doesn’t want to improve on The Murrey Math Trading System, but only to learn the rules for exiting winners.

Women want to improve on Perfect Harmonic Pitch. You can’t do it: ever. So why persist? Gann said, that all markets want to run up or down, +3/8 or a maximum +5/8 the 1st time up.

Please look at Chart C: our long - term chart of the Dow 30 and you will see that this market knew to reverse off MM 0/8 7,5000.

Pythagoras set his laws of expansion to + 5/8 and 5/8 is exactly 9,062.50 off the July 23rd lows. It went up exactly + 5/8 off a rule that never used Gann’s # 1 trading Rule: “find any two random highs and lows and divide this extreme by 8 and good luck trading.”

How is it possible for Murrey to know Gann’s and Fibonacci’s + 5/8 off? 7,500 before it happens? Music.

Gann told you to look at The Natural Numbers, on page 68, but not to use them when trading. “Why did he do this? Why did T. Henning Murrey “see” it and other “guru’s” miss it?”

They have to say they missed it, or their random trading theories are null and void today. We simply ask the question, “What was the nearest Murrey Math Line at the last low or high?” 7,187.50 is MM – 1/8 off 7,500-10,000 as our six month MM 8/8.

The Fourier Wave Transform Pattern Repetition Forecaster says that any wave or price movement to the right (over time) will repeat itself at (some) set pattern.

This is 100% a waste of effort and Time. Don’t waste your time.

Why wait 100 years for Nature to repeat itself, when you already know the best odds where markets will reach their Harmonic extreme?

Our MM Trading Frame already knows when markets will Breakout (from its current) MM 4/8th and create another Internal Harmonic Octave. You don’t have to learn it. We do it for you.

No “guru’s” ever told you this simple truth: markets have exact Breakouts high prices or low prices. Was this truth back tested?

Yes.

Steve Gibson, Murrey Math student from Beverly Hills, California, brought in 50 years of the Dow 30 and the Breakout worked correctly every time from 1928 forward.

It even works today, interday, with the new Murrey Math Real Time Software Program available for rent. But you don’t believe it.

Everyone has traded off a frame set inside 0/8 and 8/8. The MM
Breakout should have been seen by some “guru” in the past simply because Gann said markets would often fall - 1/8th or - 2/8th below its current 0/8th and return (back) up into its trading range over the time you set. He said the reverse for highs. This last low by the Dow 30 was exactly - 1/8th lower to the exact Price as it was higher above its MM Harmonic Octave: 7,500 – 10,000.

Trading is easier if you already know the price where the odds are highest for it to reverse, by simply counting your “potatoes” (MM Lines). MM students already know. You already know (in advance) when markets will reverse, as the odds build up, as they stretch further away from their last reversal price point.

Please look at Chart A: S&P 500 E Minie Futures Dec. 2002. If Gann prevails, then, Murrey Math will expect markets inside its next lower Square (10,000 then 1,000) to reverse off the same numbers but they will simply be 1/10th less in price: 10,000 or 1,000.

T. Henning Murrey has set The World Record for presenting the simplest trading system for normal traders, who are tired of switching from one (late) Indicator to the next set of moving averages, that no one uses next year.

Ten years ago everyone swore by the Ted Spread. Now it’s dead. Now, it is the Vix and its tricks. It will be worthless as soon as someone does a study and tells you that the Murrey Math Trading Lines tell the Vix when to reverse (ahead of time) off 312.50 points off Dow.

Please look at: Chart B: you will see a “live” real time MM interday “trader’s” trading frame, telling you to short up at 902.34; MM 7/8th (yellow), which is the best MM Trading Line to short (inside its current Internal Octave).

Please look at Chart A: the long term MM Trading Line to Short is up at 906.25: MM 5/8th.

Now, look at the box on the right, on Chart A: between 906.25 and 875, which is only one small MM 1/8th inside its longer term Major MM 2/8: 250 points inside its 2nd Square 1,000.

Now, shift your mind to its next dimension to a short term (interday) trading frame, where each MM 1/8th is (now) 3.90 points. This makes the better “short” to be at 902.34, not 906.25. No trading “guru” has ever been able to predict exact price reversals before they occur.

You had the opportunity to short up at 902.34. It tells you that this market is up + 8/8th (in 12 trading days), up against an old high, so you have to go short. How simple is this?

If you want to know Gann’s best rules, please get my book and read them. We needed out the obscure. Every good rule is listed, along with a chart to verify, you know what he was trying to verbalize. Gann told you to trade off charts, but he never included a chart along with his written rules. Why?

Please look at both charts: A and B. You must be able to “see” the long range, middle range, and short range, then interday trading range. Did your “guru” teach you this Logic? Have you figured it out? Do you want to be a “guru” too? Or would you rather trade off a simple click of our software (frame) and start making money instead of trying to join us “gurus” who enjoy confusing you with the next new Indicator?

If you can’t “see” how simple trading is by looking at these two charts, you will never be able to trade any better than “random guess luck.”

Please show these charts to your wife, or one of your children. Someone in your family will “see” it. Then, let them trade and you keep reading articles and go to more seminars and pay for more software programs that repeat the same old moving averages and “late” Indicators.

Lisa and Jan don’t need any software program (finally) to trade each day. They have internalized the numbers. They studied The Murrey Math Trading Frame Software program for two solid years, until they memorized the 64 numbers.

Gann asked you to know The Natural Numbers. Everyone wants to confuse what Gann really doing. If Gann was not doing this, then Murrey is doing it, and it is a simpler way to “see” Gann exactly.

Why try and learn the 128 different Internal Octaves inside each Square? Why try and fail? It proves nothing if are able to do it. Our software does it for you.

All our Murrey Math students have more to do than learn how a frame shifts. It won’t make you a penny extra, plus, we have hundreds of students, who finally saw it by simply using it every day. It would take months or years to teach everyone how to think with deductive reasoning.

This country does not teach you to think, but to spit out words that mean nothing but another word. How dumb is this?

You are not to write words about trading, but look and tell me what you see in a chart that we (both) are looking at. Why can’t you “see” us me?

Murrey Math students are not allowed to clutter their trading mind with worthless trading trivia.

Murrey Math set to Gann’s rules is the answer.

Why is it that these two markets are reversing off the same numbers, except that they are one 1/10th one another? Is this too difficult to “see” and accept? Any normal I.Q. trader will see that the Dow 30 reversed up off 7,187.50 and the S&P 500 Cash Index reversed up off 781.25.

Chart B: 22 exact reverses (interday) off an Internal Octave Musical Scale Harmonic Pitch set automatically to one of our 128 Octaves (you don’t have to figure it), so you simply trade it.

This has to be consideration for the Nobel Peace Prize in math. Music. But who cares? Since this is Pure Logic. Logic doesn’t count in market trading strategy among men.

Thanks for taking the time to try and expand your possibilities to reduce what you know to increase your profits. Show your wife.

T. Henning Murrey has been teaching and trading since 1993. He read only one book by W. D. Gann, but he read it 50 times in 90 days, then he saw what Gann was doing, setting all markets to a musical scale.

Now, Murrey travels to any country teaching those who want to convert from random rules to specific rules that are never to be violated. All markets already know the exact number they want to reverse against (in advance).

Mr. Murrey’s book, Murrey Math Trading and his software is available in this magazine and at www.tradersworld.com and by phone 800-288-4266.